Entry Level Environmental/Civil Engineer

Comprehensive Environmental Inc. (CEI) is a growing civil and environmental engineering and consulting firm seeking to hire Entry Level Civil or Environmental Engineers. Employees of CEI are given challenging, rewarding work opportunities that tap into their energy and diversity of thought and education. As an Entry Level Project Engineer, you will assist more experienced professionals in meeting a variety of real-world challenges, learning and growing from the experience.

Mandatory Requirements
1. Bachelor’s Degree or above in civil or environmental engineering, preference to candidates with a Masters’ Degree. Candidates selected for interviews will be required to provide a complete work history and transcripts.
2. Valid driver’s license and a reliable means of transportation.
3. Willingness to travel as needed by the job, which usually involves day travel around New England but periodic overnight or week-long trips to other U.S. locations is sometimes needed.
4. Proficiency at AutoCAD and other computer programs.
5. Must have passed the EIT or be awaiting results.
6. Candidates must currently be able to work in the U.S. without a sponsorship.

Locations
Merrimack, NH and Marlborough, MA

Please email cover letter and resume to hr@ceiengineers.com.